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Motivation

Figure 1. [Interprovincial Pipe Line Co. said]e1[it will delay a proposed two-step, 830 million
dollar]e2[(US$705.6 million)]e3[expansion of its system]e4[because Canada’s output of crude oil is
shrinking.]e4

– Problem of discourse parsing: lack of annotated training data.

– Solution: employing unsupervised and semisupervised methods. Considering
the similarity between syntactic and discourse parsing, we want to adapt the
former to the latter.

Researchers have made impressive progress on discourse parsing from the
constituency perspective (Figure 1(b)) and dependency perspective (Figure 1(c)).

– Constituency perspective: unsupervised constituency parsing methods cannot
learn the directed edge in RST tree.

– Dependency perspective: The arc in syntactic dependency parse tree also has
direction.

So here we try to adapt unsupervised syntactic dependency parsing method for
discourse dependency parsing.

Adaption

– Clustering: EDUs are infinity in number.

– The time complexity of the Eisner algorithm is O(n3): We propose
Hierarchical Eisner Algorithm. It considers hierarchical constrain, like
Figure 2.

Figure 2

Hierarchical Constrain: in a discourse parse tree, every sentence or paragraph
should be exactly covered by a complete subtree.
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Figure 3. Cases of span merging in discourse parsing.

From these cases in Figure 3, we can find that for incomplete span and complete
span across sentences, we only merge them when the split index is at the end
boundary of a sentence.

Unsupervised Dependency Parsing Methods

– Neural CRF Autoencoder (NCRFAE): discriminative model.

– Variational Variant of DNDMV (V-DNDMV): Generative model

Data & Baseline

Data:

– RST-DT: Wall Street Journal articles manually annotated with RST
structuresWe use the method proposed by Li et al. (2014) to convert the
RST structure samples into dependency structures.

– SciDTB: scientific abstracts from ACL Anthology annotated with dependency
structures.

Unsupervised Baselines:

– RB RB RB: rule based method. It generates a left to right chain structure at
the sentence, paragraph and document levels, respectively.

– NISHIDA20: neural model for unsupervised discourse constituency parsing
proposed by Nishida and Nakayama (2020).

Supervised Baselines: NIVRE04, Li14, WANG17, . . .

Experiment

SciDTB RST-DT
RB RB RB 52.5 43.9
NISHIDA20 - 41.9
Adapted V-DNDMV 54.4 44.2
Adapted NCRFAE 53.3 44.0

Table 1.Unsupervised discourse dependency parsing results on RST-DT and SciDTB.

Figure 4. Semi-supervised discourse dependency parsing results on SciDTB.

RST-DT SciDTB
UAS LAS UAS LAS

NIVRE04 - - 70.2 53.5
LI14 48.7 - 57.6 42.5
FENG14 65.6 48.5 - -
JI14 66.9 51.7 - -
JOTY15 64.4 48.0 - -
BRAUD17 66.1 49.9 - -
WANG17 - - 70.2 54.5
MOREY18 66.4 48.7 - -
Adapted V-DNDMV 63.5 - 73.4 -
Adapted NCRFAE 70.2 51.8 79.1 65.0

Table 2. Supervised discourse dependency parsing results on RST-DT and SciDTB.

Analysis: Hierarchical Eisner

Figure 5. Analysis of time and space cost in running our hierarchical Eisner and traditional Eisner
algorithm on RST-DT dataset against document length.Left: time cost. Right: space cost.


